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John 4:35-38: 

Do you not say, 'There are yet four months, then comes the harvest?'  I tell you, lift up your 

eyes, and see how the fields are already white for harvest.  He who reaps receives wages, and 

gathers fruit for eternal life, so that sower and reaper may rejoice together.  For here the 

saying holds true, 'One sows and another reaps.'  I sent you to reap that for which you did not 

labor; others have labored, and you have entered into their labor. 

 

"...the fields are already white for harvest" 

 

Thanksgiving is the time of year to celebrate our agricultural harvest--the ingathering of the crops, 

the gift of a good growing season, and further, the other blessings and gifts we enjoy in this life. 

 

Jesus is talking here of a different kind of harvest, one that provides a kind of food that is different 

from bread and meat.  The time required is different from that needed for a crop in the fields.  And 

the time frame is different for each one of us.  Our spiritual crops vary in that we reach our individual 

harvest time in different ways and at different ages. 

 

I suggest that in terms of the image Jesus uses here, each of us is all three: the field, the laborer, and 

the harvest.  Each of us is the rich soil into which God has planted the seed of life which He is 

nurturing and bringing in His own time to fruition. 

 

We are also the laborers.  We participate in the process.  Notice that Jesus doesn't call his followers 

here to be sowers or cultivators, but only harvesters.  In one sense, they don't have to do the more 

difficult jobs: breaking ground, making rows, sowing seed, fertilizing, cultivating, etc.  All they are 

called to do is gather in the crop--in a word, the best job of all. 

 

Jesus says: "I sent you to reap that for which you did not labor; others have labored, and you have 

entered into their labor."  By reaping, we are participating in the life process which was begun long 

before us, a process that involves all humanity.  We're all laborers in this together. 

 

We are also the harvest--in the form of wholeness, peace, absence of anger and guilt--the great 

experience of joy that God intends us to reap within ourselves.  And we haven't finished the process 

until we reap the harvest. 



 

In a sense, also, Haven House represents the field--ripe unto harvest, filled with men and women 

who are eager to experience a special kind of harvest within themselves.  And together you are 

laborers here--a special community of people who have never been together before.  You each have 

the special tools of harvest within you, tools which can be used to help each other reap his harvest.  

Those tools are your honesty and your ability to be a good listener, to "be with" each other in a 

profound and meaningful way.   

 

You don't need a list of do's and don'ts to help you be a good listener.  All you need is to remember 

the Golden Rule: 'do unto others as you would have them do unto you.' Be with another as he talks 

about his pain in the same way you want another to be with you in yours, allowing anger to be 

expressed and tears to flow without judgment or embarrassment.  And part of the harvest you will 

reap together is the celebration of growth and movement toward wholeness that you see in each 

other. 

 

There is an interesting distinction in the prerequisites for a bountiful harvest.  Agricultural crops 

require dry weather.  The ground needs to be dry in order to get the gatherers and equipment into the 

fields for harvesting, and the crop itself needs to be dry. Rain is the enemy since crop value decreases 

as moisture content increases.  In fact, moisture might even rot and ruin a crop altogether. 

 

Just the opposite is true for our spiritual harvest, however.  The danger here is not moisture but dry 

rot.  Moisture is necessary in the form of our tears. Tears represent our getting in touch with our 

heart--the feelings and emotions which are the most important part of us, the place where we meet 

God, and the essence of our harvest.  Our heart is where joy is experienced--the true harvest--and the 

tears prepare the way for joy to be experienced. 

 

Listen again to the Scripture reading for today: "He who reaps ...gathers fruit for eternal life, so that 

sower and reaper may rejoice together."  The whole purpose of the process is for sower and reaper to 

rejoice together--that means you and God in joyful communion.  It's the sheer joy of being really 

alive that God wants you to experience--to harvest--within yourself. 

 

Meditate on this phrase: "the fields are already white unto harvest." 

 

It's harvest time!! 

 


